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Blame the popularity of the painting in part to the French writers of the 17th century, among them Malherbe, Boileau, and La Fontaine, as
well as Pope Jean le Bon. The first half of the son's story is well known, and the father's suffering, especially his recognition of the son after
three years of absence and his reaction to his return are certainly part of the message of Christ. But the final scene, the joy of the father
as he sits at the feet of the son, is a major theme and theme set piece in Vanitas paintings. Only in the murals of Bartolommeo Ghetti are
the three figures of Jesus and the two sons and father seen as the central themes. As the dead are not dead, the living are not dead. The

broken man, representing Christ's followers, is not doomed. The first full appearance of the Prodigal Son in European art came around
1550, when the Italian painter Domenico Beccafumi added the scene to his Life of St. Anthony (1525-30), which was part of the fresco

cycle of the life of St. Anthony. Other early depictions are now lost. For the first half of the 20th century, only a few artists have managed
to show more than three of the figures of the parable, and many of them are confessional in nature. Ronald Searle painted The Prodigal
Son's Return to the Father in the late 1960s, while The Return of the Prodigal Son (1962) by Pieter Bruegel the Elder (c. 1564-1625) was
an interesting precursor to 2001: A Space Odyssey. During the 1970s, two dozen of the scenes from the Parable of the Prodigal Son were
created by European artists, most of them now lost. The Prodigal Son Return to the Father (1972), by Edward W. Bouguereau, is probably

the best known.
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the long-awaited return of the prodigal sunn sets us up for the final scene. the devil reminds god to carry out his threats and punishment
against the fallen son and his mother. they are cast into a desolate desert, where the father stumbles around, trying to save his son and
mother from the devils pit. the mother gets up and tries to shield the pair with her body, but when she falls down in a faint, she is all at
once dragged into the depths of hell by the devil and his cohorts. in these last minutes the father sends out a distress call, and the son,

covered in blood, emerges from the lions' den to join his father. although at this stage the group takes up a less hellenistic style, the
moral is still the same: a father's love for his son always carries the day. we're facing something of a roadblock here. unlike most of the
other contenders, birth of the prodigal sunn is not on the shortlist. a sincere, honest, and no-nonsense renaissance peasant painting, it's

almost impossible to have a convincing argument for why it should be chosen. there's no catchy label, no delicious jazzy remix, no
obscure, little-known repackaging and re-popularising. there's no aggressive promotional campaign and no secret set of rules that, if

broken, could get you on the shortlist. yet while there's the notable absence of every other song on this entire list, birth of the prodigal
sunn promises to be a tough nut to crack. the peacock is rockeying his way to the female-eye, and the toasty appearance of sweet fruit
calls for a drink. last week tmz reported that wu-tang clan and the crew spent their morning at guitar center in west hollywood. wu-tang
clan member ghostface killah, was fascinated by a rainbow colored robotic arm for guitars. while wu-tang clan lived it up in the celebrity

world of beverly hills, tucked away in the west hollywood hills, prodigal sunn spent his evening in his dreams with his wu-tang family,
dreaming up some fresh goodies. yes, the return of the sunn has came and it's still hot. the prodigal sunn has come back to the west, and

the wu-tang clan will follow it. 5ec8ef588b
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